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Dynamics: Linear Motion



Linear Motion Equations

• s.u.v.a.t
• s = Displacement.
• u = Initial Velocity.
• v = Final Velocity.
• a = Acceleration.
• t = Time.



Linear Motion Equations

• v = u + a t
• s = u t + ½ a t^2
• s = ½ (u + v) t
• v^2 = u^2 + 2 a s
• s = v t – ½ a t^2

• Where
• s = x1 – x0
• v = s/t
• a = (v – u)/ t



Example

• A car starts from rest and accelerates in a straight line at 1.6 m/s^2 
for 10 seconds: 

1) What is the speed?
2) How far has it travelled in this time?
If the brakes are then applied and it travels a further 20m before 
stopping:
3. What is the deceleration (retardation)?



Answers

• 1) 16 m/s
• 2) 80 m.
• 3) – 6.4 m/s^2



Problem
• An object released from rest and accelerates at g = 

9.881 m/s^2 (i.e. free falling). Find the velocity and 
distance for each of the first 4 seconds.

Ans: t = 1s (v = 9.81, s = 4.905) , t = 2s (v = 19.62, s = 19.62) , t = 3s (v = 29.41, s 
= 44.145), t = 4s (v = 39.24, s = 78.48)



Application
• A conveyer belt accelerates at 0.23 g from rest. Once 

it reaches a maximum speed of 1.7 m/s it continues 
for 12s and then stops with a deceleration of 0.4 g. 

What is the total distance?

Ans: s = 30.29 m



Linear & Angular Motion 



Dynamics: Newton’s Laws of 
Motion



What do you know about Sir 
Isaac Newton?



Isaac Newton

• Born in the 17th century in 
Woolsthorpe, Lincolnshire.
• Studied and worked in Trinity 

College Cambridge. 
• Newton's Principia formulated 

the laws of motion and universal 
gravitation that dominated 
scientists' view of the physical 
universe for the next three 
centuries 



First Law

• An object at rest stays at rest 
and an object in motion stays in 
motion with the same speed and 
in the same direction unless 
acted upon by an unbalanced 
force.
• This is also known as the law of 

inertia.



Second Law

• The second law states that the 
rate of change of momentum of 
a body is directly proportional to 
the force applied, and this 
change in momentum takes 
place in the direction of the 
applied force.
• F = m a 



Third Law

• Every action has an opposite and 
equal reaction.
• m1 v1 = -M2 V2



Example

• A crate having a mass of 1000 Kg is lifted from rest with a uniform 
acceleration by a crane such that, after being raised a distance of 12m 
it has a velocity of 9 m/s. Calculate the tension in the cable.  

Ans: 13.2 kN



Example

• A gun fires a shell of mass 5 kg in a horizontal direction. The gun recoils at 
0.5 m/s and its mass is 3000 Kg. Calculate the velocity of the shell.

Ans: 300 m/s



Example

• A railway wagon of mass 12000 Kg and travelling at 15 km/h collides 
with a second wagon of mass 8000 Kg travelling at 5 km/h in the 
same direction. If both wagons travel on, coupled together, calculate 
their common velocity. 

Ans: 11 km/h



Dynamics: Work, Energy, and 
Power



Definition: Work

• If a body moves as a result of a force being applied to it, the force is 
said to do work on the body. 
• The amount of work done is the product of the applied force and the 

distance.
• Work = Force x Distance travelled in the direction of the force 

W = F x d (joule) 



Example

• If a mass of 8 kg is lifted vertically 4m. What is 
the Work done?

Ans: 313.92 j



Definition: Energy

•Energy is the capacity or ability to do work. 
•The unit of energy is joule.
•Energy is expanded when work is done 



Definition: Energy

• There are several forms of energy and these include:
• Mechanical energy 
• Heat or thermal energy 
• Electrical energy 
• Chemical energy 
• Nuclear energy 
• Light energy 
• Sound energy 



Definition: Conservation of Energy

•Energy may be converted from one form to 
another. The principle of conservation of energy 
states that the total amount of energy remains 
the same in such conversions, i.e. energy cannot 
be created or destroyed.



Exercise

• State how the conservation of energy principle applies in the 
following examples:
• Generator
• Motor
• Solar Cell
• Internal Combustion Engine
• Batteries
• Light Bulb



Potential Energy (P.E)

• Potential energy is energy due to the position of the body. 
• The force exerted on a mass of m kg is mg N (where g = 9.81 m/s2, 

the acceleration due to gravity). 
• When the mass is lifted vertically through a height h m above some 

datum level, the work done is given by: force × distance = (mg (h)) J
• This work done is stored as potential energy in the mass. Hence,  

Potential Energy = m g h (joules)



Kinetic Energy (K.E)

• Kinetic energy is the energy due to the motion of a body. 
• Using the equations of motion and Newton’s 2nd Law, kinetic energy is 

calculated using the following equation:

Kinetic Energy = ½ m v2 (Joule)



Conservation of Energy

• In mechanics, the potential energy possessed by a body is frequently 
converted into kinetic energy, and vice versa. 
• When a mass is falling freely, its potential energy decreases as it loses 

height, and its kinetic energy increases as its velocity increases. 
Ignoring air frictional losses, at all times:

Potential Energy + Kinetic Energy = 
Constant



Example

• In a drop-forging operation, the top die and its 
holder, with a combined mass of 20 kg, falls 
freely for 3 m before contacting the metal on the 
bottom die.
•Calculate the velocity of the top die at the 
moment it contacts the metal.

Ans = 7.7 [m/s]



Definition: Power

• Power is a measure of the rate at which work is done or at which 
energy is converted from one form to another.
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The unit of power is 
the watt, W, where 1 
watt is equal to 1 joule 
per second. 



Example

•The output power of a motor is 8 kW. How much 
work does it do in 30 s?

Ans = 240 kJ



Problem

•A Pump is used to raise 150 L of water a height 
of 20 m in 30s.

a) Determine the Power Required.
b) What is the potential energy of the water in the 

raised position?

Ans: a) 980 W    b) 29.4 kJ



Dynamics: Friction & D’Alembert
Principle



Friction: Introduction

• There are two categories into which a frictional force may be split:
1. Dynamics or sliding friction force which occurs when motion is 

taking place.
2. Static friction force which occurs before motion takes place.



Friction: Introduction

• There are three factors that affect the size and direction of friction 
forces:

1. The size of the frictional force depends on the type of surface.
2. The size of the frictional force depends on the normal force.
3. The direction of the force is always opposite to the direction of 

motion. 



Coefficient of Friction

• The coefficient of friction (μ) is a measure of the amount of friction 
existing between two surfaces.
• The value of the μ is given by:
μ = Frictional Force (F) / Normal Force (N)



Coefficient of Friction (examples)
• For polished oiled metal surfaces, μ < 0.1
• For glass on glass, μ = 0.4
• For rubber on tarmac, μ = 1.0 



Coefficient of friction (Problem)
• A block of steel requires a force of 10.4 N applied 

parallel to a steel plate to keep it moving with 
constant velocity across the plate. If the normal force 
between the block and the plate is 40 N, determine 
the dynamic coefficient of friction. 

Ans: 0.26



Coefficient of friction (Problem)

•The material of a brake is being 
tested and it is found that the 
dynamic coefficient of friction 
between the material and steel is 
0.91. calculate the normal force when 
the frictional force is 0.728 kN

Ans: 800 N



Applications of friction (Exercise)

•State three advantages, and 
three disadvantages of 
frictional forces.



Advantages 

• Almost all fastening devices rely on frictional forces to keep them in 
place once secured. E.g. screws, nuts, clips, …etc.
• Satisfactory operation of brakes and clutches rely on frictional forces 

being present.
• In the absence of friction, most acceleration along a horizontal 

surface is impossible. 



Disadvantages 

• Energy is wasted in the bearings associated with shafts, axles and 
gears due to heat being generated.
• Wear is caused by friction, for examples in shoes, brake lining 

material and bearings.
• Energy is wasted when motion through air occurs ( it is much easier 

to cycle with the wind rather than against it).



D’Alembert principle 



Dynamic Equilibrium
• Equilibrium Conditions: Equilibrium in physics means, 

forces are in balance. The net force should be zero. In 
other words, forces acting downward and acting 
upward, and forces acting right and acting left should 
be equal in magnitude. 



D’Alembert principle 

• The principle states that if the internal inertial reaction to the 
acceleration/retardation of a body (i.e. the product m a by Newtons 
2nd law) is imagined to be an external force, then the body can be 
treated as though it were in static equilibrium under the action of a 
system of external forces.  



D’Alembert principle 

• A free body diagram can then be drawn to aid the solution of a 
dynamic problem.
• The diagram might also contain frictional forces and some 

components of weight (including force resolution for inclined 
surfaces).
• The resultant force (tractive or braking) is then the sum these three 

forces (Inertia+Friction+Weight)



Example

•A sledge is being pushed up an 
inclined track of 14.04 degrees. 
Determine the work done by moving 
the sledge along the track, given that 
the sledge has a mass of 60 kg and 
the resistance to motion along the 
track is 100 N. 



Example

•Step 1: Draw a free body diagram.
•Step 2: Resolve the forces.
•Step 3: Apply  D’Alembrt principle i.e
dynamic equilibrium conditions.
•Step 4: Calculate the resultant force.
•Step 5 Calculate the work done. 


